How to Add the CHEM Second Major to Your BS Public Health Studies Major (Prehealth Professions Concentration)

- You’re already taking the courses in purple for your BS first major. Yay!
- **You just need to add the courses in gold to your degree plan.** The fastest possible timeframe for getting these done is 3 semesters, minimum. The courses are offered fall and spring semesters. Summer offerings may be available, but are not guaranteed.
- You will get only one diploma, but two majors.
- No foreign language (but learning another language is always muy buena).
- Email CHEMISTRY@ecu.edu to declare the CHEM major and get a CHEM faculty advisor (in addition to your Public Health Studies advisor).
- Check out leadership opportunities in CHEM 2301 and 3301, job training in CHEM 4522, and research opportunities in CHEM 4515, 4516, or 4517!